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video transcript 

quarantine:  
a new paradigm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Narrator: Since 1910, Barrow Island has been a Class A nature reserve, managed for the conservation of 

flora and fauna. 

 

Harry Butler: Barrow is not only an exciting place, it’s probably one of the few places in the world you can say is 

unique.  So it’s quite a naturalist’s paradise in terms of what Australia used to be like before it was 

disrupted by the invasion of us modern Australians. 

 

Narrator: Barrow Island is an important refuge for many rare and threatened species.  That is why a major 

focus of operations on the island has been quarantine management, a process that has effectively 

protected and sustained the island’s conservation values for more than forty-five years. 

 

Harry: You can have development and conservation with proper management.  Instead of focusing on 

species, we have focused on the processes that support the ecosystems that allow the species to 

survive. 

 

Narrator: However, the scale of the Gorgon project represented a dramatic step change from the island’s 

existing oil operation.  It would be essential to demonstrate to the community and state and federal 

governments that we could build on our experience and further develop the existing quarantine 

regime into a world-class quarantine management system. 

 

Colin Beckett: It is the largest non-government quarantine exercise ever undertaken.  Now, why are we doing 

this?  Why is it so important to do this?  Well, Barrow Island is a Class A nature reserve.  It contains 

a number of species which are no longer prevalent on the mainland of Australia, and these are 
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important species.  From a worldwide context, the only reason why it survived is because of the 

terrain in which they live, the habitat they have, and our job is to maintain the habitat. 

 

Narrator: Assessing the risk to conservation venues is a world first.  So what would it take to introduce a 

world-class quarantine management system? 

 

Johann van der Merwe: We identified all the possible ways in which a contaminant, a non-indigenous species, could make 

it to Barrow Island, and we named them.  We called them pathways. 

 

Narrator: Thirteen of these pathways were identified, and included plant and mobile equipment, people and 

luggage, food and perishables, sand and aggregate, marine vessels, and modules.  And each 

pathway was examined for the unique risks associated with it.  Then, barriers were developed for 

each pathway. 

 

Johann: Then the barrier would be tested and tested and tested until we were happy with the effectiveness 

of the barrier. 

 

Narrator: The barriers developed reduce the risk of non-indigenous introductions to Barrow Island to a level 

that government and the community consider suitably low.  These barriers consist of an interrelated 

set of more than 300 procedures, specifications, checklists, and guidelines and make up the core of 

the quarantine management system.  A major focus of the quarantine management system is pre-

border intervention.  All cargo and people are screened and inspected for quarantine compliance 

prior to arrival at Barrow Island.  The pre-border prevention program is supported by unique 

quarantine designs and innovations, ranging from the design of supply bases to container 

requirements, trailer dimensions that support washing, automated washing systems, wrapping, 

chemical treatment, and innovative fumigation options.  Having developed a pre-border intervention 

system, the next step was designing the border and post-border detection program.  This consists 

of three tiers, observation, surveillance, and monitoring.  The observation component engages 

directly with the workforce. 

 

Johann: They went out and developed a fantastic training program, not only for quarantine staff, but for all 

project staff.  The project will have around 15,000 people for the lifetime of the project.  All of them 

will walk away from this project informed as to the biosecurity risks and the quarantine risks, not 

only for Barrow Island, but when they go back to their place of work or their homes, they’ll take this 

with them.  And all told, we’re going to end up with a more informed community.  The surveillance 

component involves regularly monitoring the island for the presence of any non-indigenous marine 
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or terrestrial species.  Doing that requires an effort from invertebrate specialists, insect specialists, 

from rodent specialists, from plant specialists.  Everybody within this model of ours works equally 

hard at pushing the boundaries of what surveillance can do.  The world has recognized that.  The 

world has recognized that this is possibly the most comprehensive surveillance program ever 

implemented in Australia. 

 

Narrator: But at other times, how could the workforce contribute to surveillance? 

 

Johann: We went and we digitized high-resolution images of all the species that we’ve got into three 

dimensional images that we’ve put on a website where every person can go to and compare notes.  

And the resolution here is right up to the micro scale.  The ability it’s created for us is if we need to 

know what the name of a species is, and whether it occurs on Barrow Island, we don’t have to wait 

for a taxonomist to tell us, “Yes, this is native species” or “No, it’s possibly a species that is not 

native.”  We can do the first line of diagnosis immediately and then later verify with a taxonomic 

verification. 

 

Narrator: In the event a non-indigenous species is detected on the island, a rapid incursion response is 

activated. 

 

Johann: Once we discover something not native, we will mobilize the resources of this company to save the 

biodiversity on Barrow Island. 

 

Narrator: How are we tracking? To date, we have mobilized 117 marine vessels around Barrow Island. 

Added more than 1,500 beds to the accommodation facilities on Barrow Island. Sent 1,300 truck 

loads of materials to Dampier. Inducted more than 5,000 people into the project. Trained more than 

10,000 in our quarantine awareness. Flown 68,000 people to Barrow Island. Shipped 198,000 tons 

of freight to Barrow Island, and served over one million meals to our island workforce.  All of this 

has been achieved without the introduction of a non-indigenous species to Barrow Island or its 

surrounding waters. The Western Australian Environmental Protection Authority regards the 

Gorgon Quarantine Management System as likely to be world's best practice. 

 

Colin: I think the benefits for us are going to be enormous for our industry in the long term, but obviously 

we are making a huge effort for Gorgon now. 

 

Johann: That's what we're chasing. That's what we're after, a new paradigm. A paradigm where 

environmental safety takes the front seat together with human safety, with people's safety. 


